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1. Introduction
The Intelligent Platform Management Bus Communications Protocol Specification v1.0 defines a bytelevel transport for transferring Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification (IPMI) messages
between intelligent I2C devices. This protocol is layered above the bit stream and hardware interface
defined by the 100 kbps I2C specification. Together, the protocol and I2C physical interface form the
Intelligent Platform Management Bus.
The intelligent devices using the Intelligent Management Bus are typically microcontrollers that perform
platform management functions such as servicing the front panel interface, monitoring the baseboard, hotswapping disk drives in the system chassis, etc. Intelligent devices are also referred to in this document as
‘management controllers’ or just ‘controllers’.
The information contained within is organized as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction
Describes this document, introduces the protocol/service model, and provides background
information.
Chapter 2: Functional Specification
Describes the request/response mechanism, link layer addressing, message transaction
protocol, and network functions.
Chapter 3: Network Functions
Describes the network functions and the types of commands they support.
Chapter 4: Timing Specifications
Presents the timing requirements and limit counts for implementations of the protocol.
Chapter 5: Example Message Formats
Presents examples of messages formatted according to this specification.

1.1 Audience
This document is written for engineers and system integrators involved in the design and programming
of systems and software that use the Intelligent Platform Management Bus to communicate between
management controllers. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with PC and Intel Architecture servers,
and microcontroller devices. For basic and/or supplemental information, refer to the appropriate
reference documents.
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1.2 Reference Documents
The following documents should be nearby when using this specification:
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x

The I2C Bus and How to Use It, ©1995, Philips Semiconductors.
Provides the specification for the I2C bus, which defines bit-level interactions, electrical
characteristics, and timing.

x

IPMB v1.0 Address Allocation, ©1998, Intel Corporation, Hewlett-Packard Company, NEC
Corporation, and Dell Computer Corporation.

x

Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification v1.0, ©1998, Intel Corporation,
Hewlett-Packard Company, NEC Corporation, and Dell Computer Corporation.
Provides the specifications of the command codes and data fields used for Intelligent Platform
Management devices that reside on the IPMB. This includes the specification of requests and
responses implemented for the configuration and access of platform event generation and
sensor functions. The specified commands are also applicable when accessing Intelligent
Platform Management devices via other messaging interfaces, such as the Intelligent Chassis
Management Bus.
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1.3 Conventions, Terminology, and Notation
The following table lists common terms and abbreviations used in this document.
Table 1-1, Glossary
Term

Definition

ACK

Acknowledge. The I2C specification defines an extra clock pulse after each data byte during which the I2C
slave’s acknowledges data received from the I2C master (master write operation). If the master is receiving
data from the slave (master read operation), the master sends an ACK to the slave after each byte. The
master signals the slave to stop transmitting by not sending an ACK on the last byte. This is also called a
‘NAK’.
Baseboard Management Controller.

BMC
Byte
CMOS
FPC
FRU
Hard Reset
HSC
2
I C bus

ICMB

IMB
Internal
(local) bus
IPMB
kbps
LRU
LUN
NAK

Node
PBC
PSC
RAS
rq
rs
Slave
Address

An 8-bit quantity.
In terms of this specification, this describes the PC-AT compatible region of battery-backed 128 bytes of
memory, which normally resides on the baseboard.
Front Panel Controller.
Field Replaceable Unit. A unit that can be readily replaced in the field to effect the repair of a system.
A reset event in the system that initializes all components and invalidates caches.
Hot-Swap Controller.
Inter Integrated Circuit bus. Simple 2-wire bi-directional serial bus developed by Philips for an independent
communications path between embedded ICs on printed circuit boards and subsystems. The I2C bus is used
on and between system boards for internal system management and diagnostic functions.
Term for an Intelligent Chassis Management Bus that runs ‘outside the box’ between separate physical
chassis. Addressing on the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus is separate from the Intelligent Platform
Management Bus.
Intelligent Management Bus. Abbreviation for the architecture and protocol used to interconnect intelligent
controllers via an I2C based serial bus for the purpose of platform management.
Alternate term for the Intelligent Platform Management Bus connection that resides within a single enclosure.
All devices on a local bus share the same internal ‘I2C’ slave address space.
Intelligent Platform Management Bus. Abbreviation for the architecture and protocol used to interconnect
intelligent controllers via an I2C based serial bus for the purpose of platform management.
kilobits per second.
Least Recently Used. Name for algorithms where the least recently used item in a fixed size list is dropped
when a new element needs to be added.
Logical Unit Number. In the context of the protocol, this is a sub-address that allows messages to be routed to
different ‘logical units’ that reside behind the same I2C slave address.
Not Acknowledge. The I2C specification defines an extra clock pulse after each data byte during which the
slave’s data output is switched low to indicate proper reception of the byte. Otherwise, NAK is indicated,
which means that the byte has been rejected (in the case of a master write to a slave) or is the last byte the
master wants to read (in the case of a master read from a slave).
An entity operating on a segment of the Intelligent Platform Management Bus. In the context of this document,
nodes are typically implemented using microcontrollers with I2C interfaces. .
Processor Board Controller.
Power Share Controller.
Reliability, Accessibility, Serviceability
Abbreviation for ‘Requester’.
Abbreviation for ‘Responder’.
I2C term. Name for the upper 7-bits of the first byte of an I2C transaction, used for selection of different
devices on the I2C bus. The least significant bit of this byte is a read/write direction bit. The entire first byte of
the I2C transaction is also sometimes referred to as the ‘slave address’ byte.
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Table 1-2, Notation
Notation

Definition

chk,
checksum

2's complement checksum of preceding bytes in the connection header or between the previous
checksum. 8-bit checksum algorithm: Initialize checksum to 0. For each byte, checksum =
(checksum + byte) modulo 256. Then checksum = – checksum. When the checksum and the bytes
are added together, modulo 256, the result should be 0.
Command Byte(s) - one or more command bytes - as required by the network function.

cmd,
command
data
LUN
netFn

Seq
rq
rqBr SA
rq XNA
rqLUN
rqSA
rs
rsBr SA
rs XNA
rsLUN
rsSA
XX.YY
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As required by the particular request or response
The lower 2-bits of the netFn byte identify the logical unit number, which provides further subaddressing within the target node.
6-bit value that defines the function within a target node to be accessed. The value is even if a
request, odd if a response. For example a value of 02h means a bridging request, 03h a bridging
response. Refer to Section 3, Network Functions and Commands, for more information.
Sequence field. This field is used to verify that a response is for a particular instance of a request.
Abbreviation for ‘Requester’.
Requester's Bridge Node's Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Requester's External Node Address. 3 bytes.
Requester’s LUN.
Requester's Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Abbreviation for ‘Responder’.
Responder's Bridge Node’s Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Responder's External Node Address
Responder’s LUN
Responder's Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Denotes the combination of netFn and CMD that is ultimately received at the node once any
bridging headers and LUN have been stripped off.
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1.4 Scope
The protocol defined in this document is the means by which an intelligent device communicates with
another on the Intelligent Platform Management Bus. The protocol specification does not apply to an
intelligent device’s communications with devices that do not implement the protocol, such as a nonintelligent I2C slave that also resides on the bus.

1.5 Background
The Intelligent Platform Management Bus is designed to be incorporated into mission-critical server
platforms for the main purpose of supporting ‘Server Platform Management’. The bus can also be used
to support platform management functions within peripheral chassis, and in non-server systems.
Autonomous microcontrollers, also referred to in this document as management controllers, or ‘nodes’,
collect status and event information about the system independent of system software. This includes
information on board voltages, temperatures, fan rotation speed, processor and bus failures, FRU part
numbers and serial numbers, etc. The goal of this is to improve the RAS characteristics of the system by
providing information that can be used to tolerate, predict, identify, or recover from the failure of a
FRU.
The Intelligent Platform Management Bus architecture and protocol addresses several goals:
x

Support a Distributed Management architecture: The Intelligent Platform Management Bus
supports a distributed platform management architecture. Sensors and controllers can be
located on the managed modules and their information consolidated via the IPMB. This yields
a much more flexible design than one where all the sensors have to be directly routed to a
central point of management.

x

Support Asynchronous Event Notification and Critical Event Logging: The IPMB
implements a multi-master protocol that allows intelligent controllers to arbitrate the bus for
the purpose of sending an ‘Event Message’ to an ‘Event Receiver’ node. This provides a
mechanism whereby a controller can raise an asynchronous event.
IPMI-compatible platforms incorporate an ‘Event Receiver’ node that passes the message
contents on to a System Event Log function for logging. The Event Receiver may also pass the
Event Message on to a system software function, such as an SMI Handler, for immediate
processing.

x

Provide an Extensible Platform Management Infrastructure: New management information
sources can be readily added to the Intelligent Platform Management Bus without impacting
other controllers on the bus. New management controllers can be readily added by the system
vendor or by third parties. In addition to allowing new devices to be accessed on the bus, the
System Event Log mechanism supports a ‘generic’ event message types that allow new events,
such as OEM unique events, to be integrated into the System Event Log and event handling
without requiring firmware modifications.
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x

Multi-master Operation: The Intelligent Platform Management Bus implements a multimaster operation to support the distributed management architecture, asynchronous event
notification, and platform extensibility. The mechanism supports direct communication
between any two intelligent devices on the bus.

x

Support Non-intelligent I2C Devices: The IPMB has been designed to allow non-intelligent
I2C devices to be co-resident on the Intelligent Platform Management Bus. ‘Non-intelligent’
I2C-based devices, such as SEEPROMs and I/O ports, can be incorporated as part of the
platform management system. Such devices can be accessed directly, or can be managed as
devices that are ‘owned’ by an intelligent controller.

x

Support ‘Out-of-Band’ Access to Platform Management Information: The Intelligent
Platform Management Bus is separate from the system’s processor and memory busses. As
such, it remains available even if a failure prevents the system from running. It is possible for
the Intelligent Platform Management Bus to be augmented by system management add-in
cards, such as autonomous management cards that connect to the management bus and allow
management data to be delivered to a remote console via a phone line or LAN connection.

x

Reduce system management cabling & cost: The Intelligent Platform Management Bus
provides an inexpensive, low-pin count, communication media for platform management
information. Only two additional signal lines are needed to route the management bus between
internal modules such as the Baseboard, Processor Modules, Front Panel, Memory Cards, Hotswap Backplanes, Power Share Board, etc.
Miscellaneous system cabling functions, such as the routing of fault signals between modules,
can be replaced by using the Intelligent Platform Management Bus. A dedicated wire is
typically only used to communicate a single piece of management information, whereas the
Intelligent Platform Management Bus carries whole streams of data.
Systems can use the Intelligent Platform Management Bus to communicate Power Fault
information between a Power Share Board that senses the failure, and a ‘Front Panel
Controller’ that drives a power fault light. Since the management bus is already routed between
the devices, it was unnecessary to route a dedicated signal line between the two.

x

Provide a Route to Interchassis Management: The protocol has been designed to support the
bridging of the Intelligent Platform Management Bus between chassis. This is done via ‘storeand-forward’ type devices referred to as ‘bridge nodes’. The internal management bus address
spaces are isolated by bridge nodes so there is no concern about address conflicts between the
internal nodes in one chassis and those in another.

1.6 Platform Management Network Topology
Two classes of I2C devices, non-intelligent and intelligent, are considered by this protocol. A typical
non-intelligent device is a temperature sensor that indicates the current reading via I2C. A typical
intelligent device is the management controller on the server baseboard. Within the intelligent device
resides firmware that implements the protocol along with other baseboard-specific functions. Nonintelligent devices typically have slave-only, device-specific, register-based interfaces, and lack the
ability to implement the IPMB messaging protocol.
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In a typical server, a number of intelligent and non-intelligent devices can be present on various modules
in the system, such as the baseboard, processor/memory board, and server chassis. These devices
operate as agents on the internal Intelligent Platform Management Bus segment. Each intelligent device
is referred to as a node on the segment.
A similar approach is used for passing messages between systems using the ICMB protocol. To
participate in ICMB communication, a server chassis provides an intelligent device that acts as the
bridge node. A bridge node contains Intelligent Platform Management Bus ports for connection between
the IPMB and the ICMB. Only intelligent devices, typically bridge nodes, reside on the Intelligent
Chassis Management Bus, through which multiple servers are joined into a single Intelligent Chassis
Management Bus domain. The following figure illustrates the IPMB and ICMB interconnection
topology. Refer to the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus Protocol Specification for more
information.
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Figure 1-1, Intelligent Platform Management Bus Interconnection Topology
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1.7 Application of the Protocol
The protocol concerns itself only with the transfer of data between intelligent nodes in an interconnected
domain of the topology described below. With the exception of the generic request/response mechanism
specified later in this document, how transferred data is used by intelligent devices is beyond the scope
of this document. Refer to the Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification for the
definition and functional specifications of the message command sets.

1.7.1 Scale
While not a limitation of the communications protocol, the Intelligent Platform Management Bus has
been targeted to directly support systems with up to 15 internal nodes. System implementation should
strive to keep management bus occupancy light, with a target of fewer than 6 messages per second
typically encountered on a typical IPMB bus. This is to ensure that nodes can successfully arbitrate for
and access the bus under the recommended number of retries.
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1.8 Request / Response Protocol
The IPMB uses a Request / Response protocol. A Request Message is issued to an intelligent device.
The device responds with a separate Response Message. Both Request Messages and Response
Messages are transmitted on the bus using I2C Master Write transfers. That is, a Request Message is
issued from an intelligent device acting as an I2C master, and is received by an Intelligent Device as an
I2C slave. The corresponding Response Message is issued from the responding intelligent device as an
I2C master, and is received by the request originator as an I2C slave.

1.9 Service Model Definition
The protocol defines how an intelligent device sends messages of various byte formats from node-tonode. Data transfer occurs synchronously with the invocation of this service, providing an indication to
the source as to whether or not the transfer successfully occurred.
The physical management bus interface uses an ‘ACK’ bit to acknowledge bytes as they are received. A
negative-acknowledge conveys rejection of the byte by the receiver. Receiving ‘ACKs’ for all bytes in a
message transfer does not imply that the application within the addressed node has correctly parsed or
handled the message. An I2C bus acknowledge only conveys acceptance of the byte by the receiver.
Acceptance of request messages by the application within the node is indicated by a response message
from the node. The response message contains information that indicates whether the request was
accepted or rejected. Response messages themselves are not confirmed, other than by their bytes being
acknowledged at the physical level.
The protocol also provides a broadcast message capability to allow the population of intelligent devices
to be discovered so communication to those devices can be set up.

1.10 Design Objectives
The basic design of the protocol conforms to the following objectives and principles:
x

Design for efficient implementation by microcontrollers with limited processing capability and
limited RAM and ROM resources.

x

Exhibit a high degree of symmetry, for example: the method of accessing an intelligent node
should be independent from the node’s function (i.e. whether the device is a front panel
controller, power share board controller, or baseboard management controller).

x

Exhibit a high degree of self similarity, for example: chassis addressing should be as similar in
nature to base I2C addressing as possible.

x

Minimize the processing and memory burdens of bridging functionality.

x

Exhibit clean layering of functionality, for example: messages (application data) are not mixed
with protocol data, and different aspects of protocol data are similarly kept separate.

1.11 Protocol Use of I2C Services
An I2C bus is used as the media and physical layer for the Intelligent Platform Management Bus.
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This protocol is restricted to the following use of I2C services:
1. Only Master Write transactions are used (R/W bit on I2C slave address is always 0).
2. 10-bit addressing is not used.
3. Only one slave address is used in a single transaction.
4. No repeated starts are used. Repeated starts are defined in the I2C specification as a means of
changing bus direction during a transfer. Refer to the references on I2C for more information.
Since the protocol only uses Master Write transactions, repeated starts are not required. Note,
that while repeated starts are not used in Intelligent Platform Management Bus transactions
they can be used for non-protocol transactions on the same bus. I.e. you can still use repeated
starts to access devices that don’t use the IPMB protocol.
5. The I2C acknowledgment mechanism (‘ACK’ bit) only indicates acceptance of the byte by a
slave and does not convey any additional information regarding the integrity or correctness of
the received data.
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2. Functional Specification
This chapter describes the form and function of various aspects of the protocol:
x

Request/response mechanism

x

Link layer addressing

x

Message transaction protocol

x

Network functions

2.1 Request / Response Mechanism
Each intelligent node has its own set of requests that it accepts, and responses that it generates. Their
exact definitions are provided in the interface specification documents for each intelligent. However, the
sets of common requests/responses are provided in the Intelligent Platform Management Interface
Specification.
Intelligent devices on the Intelligent Platform Management Bus transmit requests and responses as bus
Masters and receive requests and response as bus Slaves. Thus, the only Master Write transactions are
seen between intelligent nodes.

2.2 Terminology
Prior to further discussion, some terms should be defined. A node issuing a request is referred to as the
Requester; a node issuing a response as the Responder. For a given pair of nodes, each may over time
assume both roles; however, for the sake of this discussion, assumption of single, complementary roles
is assumed. The following table defines additional terminology used in descriptions of the protocol:
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Table 2-1, Protocol Element Definitions and Notation
Designation

Meaning

chk, checksum

2's complement checksum of preceding bytes in the connection header or
between the previous checksum. 8-bit checksum algorithm: Initialize checksum
to 0. For each byte, checksum = (checksum + byte) modulo 256. Then
checksum = – checksum. When the checksum and the bytes are added
together, modulo 256, the result should be 0.
Command Byte(s) - one or more command bytes as required by the network identify the type of request
As required by the particular request or response
The lower 2-bits of the netFn byte identify the logical unit number, which
provides further sub-addressing within the target node.
6-bit value that selects the set of functions (command set) within a target node
to be accessed. The value is even if a request, odd if a response. For example
a value of 02h means a bridging request, 03h a bridging response. Refer to
Section 3, Network Functions and Commands, below for more information.
Abbreviation for ‘Requester’.
Requester's External Node Address. 3 bytes.
Requester’s LUN.
Requester's Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Abbreviation for ‘Responder’.
Responder’s LUN
Responder's Slave Address. 1 byte. LS bit always 0.
Sequence field. This field is used to verify that a response is for a particular
instance of a request.
Denotes the combination of netFn and CMD that is ultimately received at the
node once any bridging headers and LUN have been stripped off.

cmd, command
data
LUN
netFn

rq
rq XNA
rqLUN
rqSA
rs
rsLUN
rsSA
Seq
XX.YY
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2.3 Directing responses back to the Requester
Intrinsic to the nature of a request is the requirement for a method of directing the response back to the
Requester. The Requester provides this direction by supplying its Requester's Slave Address (rqSA)
and Requester’s LUN (rqLUN) in the request. This information is extracted and used to address the
response back to the Requester.

2.4 Telling Requests from Responses
Requests and responses have different values for their network functions. Requests use evennumbered network function values and responses use the corresponding odd-numbered network
function values. Thus, requests can be differentiated from responses by examining the netFn field.
Since it is possible that more than one request may be outstanding, it is important to confirm that a
response is for a particular request. This is done using the following mechanisms:
1. The Responder's Slave Address (rsSA) and Responder’s LUN (rsLUN) is included in the
response; this tells the Requester which node the response came from.
2. The Command (cmd) field from the request is included in the response; this allows the
Requester to verify that the response is for a particular outstanding request.
3. The Seq field from the request is returned in the response. This allows the Requester to verify
which instance of a request the response is for.

2.5 Responding to Requests
The interface specification for each Responder defines the number of command bytes it implements. A
Responder must provide at least one command byte in the specified field location. Any additional
parameter bytes associated with the command field must immediately follow the first byte.
Applications that issue requests to a Responder must be designed so that they can identify responses
by parsing of the command field returned in the response.
Responses must be provided for all VALID requests. A valid request is defined as a request that uses
a cmd, netFn, and LUN supported in the command set of the node, and passes the data integrity
checks (checksum). The exception to this requirement occurs if the node receiving the request is in the
middle or processing a request, or is waiting for a response from another node. In this case, the node
can elect to NAK the request and skip providing a response. Note the preferred implementation is for
the node to respond to the unexpected request by formatting a corresponding response message with a
Completion Code of C0h = “Busy”.
Responders are not required to queue incoming messages from a given Requester, or queue outgoing
responses to a given Requester. That is, the interface can be ‘single threaded’. A Responder that
accepts an incoming request from a given Requester may flush any pending responses to that
Requester. This operation is allowed in order to reduce the burden of implementation of the protocol
in ‘small controllers’.
Nodes should strive to preserve temporal ordering on the bus when possible: i.e. responses should be
returned in the order that the corresponding requests were received by the Responder. Note that bridge
nodes can be designed to allow multiple requests to be pending to multiple chassis. Such bridge nodes
15
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will likely return responses to the IPMB in the order that the bridge node receives them on the ICMB.
In this case, the temporal ordering would not be preserved.

2.5.1 Corrupted Request Handling
If a request is received with a bad checksum, it is questionable whether the Requester’s slave address
is correct or not. The responder should not send back an ‘error’ completion code. Instead, the
responder should ignore the request entirely and let the requester retry the message..

2.6 Missing Response Handling (retries)
Missing responses are intended to be handled by the following mechanism:
1. The Requester times out waiting for the response.
2. The Requester retries the request and time-out until a retry count is exceeded.
3. The Requester can send a ‘Get Device ID’ command to see if the Responder is still
operational. If this succeeds, then the Requester can send the global command for a ‘Warm
Reset’ to the Responder as an attempt to return the Responder’s IPMB communications
interface to a known state. If this fails, the Requester may assume that the Responder has
failed.

2.6.1 The Seq Field and Retries
The Requester changes the Seq field whenever it issues a new instance of a command (request). The
Responder then returns the Seq field in the response, allowing the Requester to match the response
with the given instance of the request.
The Requester should check the following fields (after verifying data integrity using the checksums) to
match a response to a given request:
x

rsSA

x

rsLUN

x

Seq

x

netFn

x

cmd

The Requester must change the Seq field value for each new instance of a request that has the same
rsSA, rsLUN, netFn, and cmd fields as a previous request to the node (within the Seq field expiration
interval, see Section 2.6.2, Seq Value Expiration). The value can be repeated among outstanding
requests as long as at least one of the other fields is different.
A typical Requester implementation increments the Seq field for each new request. This is not
mandatory. The Requester can change the Seq field in any sequence that meets the Requester’s needs
for response handling.
The Seq field is also used to manage retried Requests received at the Responder. If the Requester
needs to retry a request, it re-issues the command without changing the Seq field value. The
16
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Responder uses the Seq field to detect duplicate requests. A Responder that receives duplicate requests
from a given Requester can elect to reject or accept duplicate requests based on whether there would
be an undesirable side-effect or not. Thus, it is not mandatory for all Responder implementations to
check for duplicate requests, or to check for duplicate requests on all commands.
For example, suppose a Responder accepts a request message to increment a counter. It would
normally be undesirable for the counter to increment on a duplicate (retried ) request. In this case, the
Responder would reject the duplicate request. A different request message might be used return a
system status. In this case, there’s no side-effect and the Responder can elect to respond as if the
duplicate request were a new request.
If the Responder accepts the duplicate request, it should respond as if the request were a new instance
(if there’s no side effect). If the Responder needs to reject the request, it should return either an
appropriate non-zero completion code (generic Completion Code of CFh = “Cannot execute
duplicated request” is recommended), or ignore the request and let the Requester retry. Refer to the
Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification for the list of Completion Codes.

2.6.2 Seq Value Expiration
If a Requester gets reset, it is possible that it would unintentionally produce a sequence number for a
new request that matches the one that was last issued. This could be because of Seq value wrap-around,
or because only one message has been sent from the Requester. In order to guard against this, it is
recommended that sequence number expiration be implemented. Any request from a given Requester
matches the previous request from a given requester but is received after the ‘Seq value expiration
interval’ should be treated as a new request, not as a retry. Refer to the Timing Specifications section
for the expiration interval.

2.7 Response Time-outs
The Requester should not assume that it will successfully receive responses for all requests. It is
possible for certain conditions to occur where a Responder may not provide a response. For example, it
is possible that the address header of the request message could have been corrupted, or an invalid
request was sent to a Responder that NAKs new requests while processing a request, or another request
message, such as a ‘Cold Reset’ message, caused the Responder to skip sending the response.
The Requester should time out if a response is not received. Refer to the section on Timing
Specifications for time-out and retry requirements. It is highly recommended that intelligent nodes also
implement request retries. The specified number of retries is believed to be sufficient to provide reliable
delivery on typical implementations of the Intelligent Platform Management Bus. Implementations can
elect to raise the number of retries if required.

2.8 Unexpected Request Messages
Requests and responses are not atomically paired transactions. Other bus traffic is allowed in the
interval between a given request and the expected response. Thus, intelligent nodes must allow for
‘unexpected’ messages to be received between issuing a request and getting a response. This requires
nodes to check the addressing, network function, Seq, and command fields to verify that the received
information is actually the expected response. (Refer to later sections of this document for message field
definitions).
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For example, node ‘A’ may issue a request to node ‘B’, and while waiting for the response node ‘A’
may itself get a request from node ‘C’. A node can handle an ‘unexpected request message’ in several
ways. First, the node can accept the message and process it. This is the most desirable method. If this
cannot be done, the node can elect to just ignore the unexpected message.

2.9 Bad and Unexpected Response Messages
Unexpected response messages are simpler to handle. Any response message that a node receives that
does not match up with a pending request from that node is ignored. Any response message that is
expected but is corrupted or does not fully comply with the specifications of the protocol can be ignored.

2.10 Link Layer Addressing
Any intelligent node can access another on the Intelligent Platform Management Bus using a link layer
addressing sequence. Both point-to-point and broadcast addressing is supported. The link layer header
is defined in terms of the bus across which the access is made: local (internal) or interchassis (external).
Standard I2C addressing (as defined in the I2C specification) is used on all internal transactions.

2.10.1 Connection Header
This combination of link and network layers is referred to as the connection header. Successful
transmission of a connection header establishes communications between nodes, thus preparing the
way for the transmission of subsequent bytes that comprise the body of a message. The following
figure shows the connection headers for internal and external accesses.
Figure 2-1, IPMB Connection Header Format
Link Layer
Slave Address
and R/W bit

Network
Layer

Link
Layer

netFn / LUN

Checksum

Internal (local)

The connection header contains a 7-bit slave address followed by the I2C read/write bit. Since the
protocol uses only I2C Master Write transfers , this read/write bit is always 0, indicating a write
transfer. This byte is followed by the network function / LUN byte and a checksum byte. The
checksum byte allows the integrity of the connection header to be verified. A node can reject the
remaining bytes in the message if the connection header’s checksum does not verify.

2.10.2 Non-intelligent Device Slave Addressing
Non-intelligent slave devices can reside on the same Intelligent Platform Management Bus segment as
Nodes that implement the Intelligent Platform Management Bus protocol. Addressing conflicts are
avoided at the I2C bus level by assigning unique slave addresses to all devices on the management bus.
Refer to the references on I2C for more information.
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The IPMB can also support SMBus slave devices, with the restrictions that the SMBus Alert signal is
not supported on IPMB and a controller that implements the IPMB protocol cannot serve as the target
for an SMBus Modified Write Word protocol transfer from an SMBus slave. The latter restriction is
due to an overlap between the definitions of the 2nd byte in the message. In the SMBus Modified Write
Word protocol, the second byte is defined as the originator’s device address, while the 2nd byte in an
IPMB message holds the NetFn & LUN fields.

2.10.3 Slave Address Specification
The definition of explicit slave addresses is beyond the scope of this document. The slave addresses
for a particular implementation of the Intelligent Platform Management Bus are defined separately.
Refer to the reference document I2C Address Allocation for a specification of the address allocation
used on Intel Architecture server platforms.

2.11 Message Transaction Formats
Requests use connection headers with an even network function, and responses use odd network
function values. A given network function may require a specific command byte and other information.
A response may also contain a string of data bytes, specific to the network function. The standard
command and data byte specifications are given in the Intelligent Platform Management Specification.
Network Function values can be found in Section 3, Network Functions and Commands.
In the figures that follow, the blocks represent the various fields of the message. Unless otherwise noted,
these blocks also correspond to single bytes.

2.11.1 IPMB Node to Node Transactions
The following figure shows the message protocol for a node to node transaction on the IPMB. This
consists of IPMB connection headers and appropriate command and data bytes for the given network
function.
Figure 2-2, IPMB Node to Node Message Format
Request
rs Slave Addr.
(rsSA)

net Fn
(even) / rsLUN

rq Slave Addr.
(rqSA)

rqSeq / rqLUN

checksum

cmd

data bytes
(0 or more)

checksum

Response
rq Slave Addr.
(rqSA)
rs Slave Addr.
(rsSA)

net Fn
(odd) / rqLUN
rqSeq / rsLUN

checksum

cmd

completion
code

response data
bytes (0 or more)

checksum
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3. Network Functions and Commands
The network layer in the connection header consists of a six-bit field identifying the function to be accessed.
The remaining two bits are the LUN field. The LUN field provides further sub-addressing within the node.
The network function is used to cluster commands into functional command sets. In a parsing hierarchy,
the LUN field may be thought of as the selector for a particular Network Function handler in the node, and
the Network Function may be considered the selector for a particular command set handler within the node.
The following table presents an overview of the network function code values. With the exception of the
Application and Firmware Transfer network functions, the commands and responses for a given network
function are not node specific. The overriding specification of the Network Function codes and the format
and function of the standard IPMI command sets is provided in the Intelligent Platform Management
Interface Specification.
The rest of this chapter describes each of these network functions and their usage, except for application
and firmware transfer request/response functions, which are beyond the scope of this document (refer to
interface specifications for individual devices).
Table 3-1, Network Functions
Value(s)

Name

Meaning

Description

00, 01

Chassis

00h identifies the message as a command/request and 01h as a response,
relating to the common chassis control and status functions.

02*, 03*

Bridge

04, 05

Sensor
/Event

06, 07

App

08, 09

Firmware

0A, 0B

Storage

0Ah-2Fh
30h-3Fh

Reserved
OEM

Chassis Device
Requests and
Responses
Bridge
Requests and
Responses
Sensor and
Event Requests
and Responses
Application
Requests and
Responses
Firmware
Transfer
Requests and
Responses
Non-volatile
storage
Requests and
Responses
-

*
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02h (request) or 03h (response) identifies the message as containing data for
bridging to the next bus. This data is typically another message, which may
also be a bridging message. This function is present only on bridge nodes.
This functionality can be present on any node. 04h identifies the message as a
command/request and 05h as a response, relating to the configuration and
transmission of Event Messages and system Sensors.
06h identifies the message as an application command/request and 07h a
response. The exact format of application messages is implementation-specific
for a particular device.
The format of firmware transfer requests and responses matches the format of
Application messages. The type and content of firmware transfer messages is
defined by the particular device
This functionality can be present on any node that provides non-volatile storage
and retrieval services.

reserved (38 Network Functions)
Vendor specific (16 Network Functions)

Network Functions that are only utilized in systems that incorporate Bridge nodes.
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3.1 Completion Codes
Per the Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification, intelligent IPMB nodes return a
Completion Code in all response messages. The Completion Code indicates whether the associate
Request Message completed successfully and normally, and if not, provides a value indicating the
completion condition.
Completion Codes are intended to be applied at the ‘command’ level. That is, they are responses to the
interpretation of the command after it has been received and validated through the messaging interface.
Completion Code values are split into ‘generic’ and ‘command-specific’ ranges. All commands can
return Generic Completion Codes. Commands that completed successfully shall return the 00h,
‘Command Completed Normally’, Completion Code. Commands that produce error conditions, or
return a response that varies from what was specified by the Request parameters for the command, shall
return a non-zero Completion Code. Refer to the Intelligent Platform Management Interface
Specification for the specifications of ‘generic’ and ‘command-specific’ Completion Code values.

3.2 Application Messages (netFn 06, 07)
The Application network function is used for commands that are related to the node’s unique
‘Application’ functionality. Application Messages are formatted to follow the internal and interchassis
request and response formats specified in this document.
Per the Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification, the command/response message set
for Application messages is split into two categories: ‘global’ and ‘node (device) specific’. Global
command and response messages have the same data formats and command values for all IPMB nodes.
Node-specific command and response messages are specified particular Interface Specifications for a
node. This specification is typically made via a table specifying the cmd and associated data passed for
requests and responses. The LUN(s) for which the message is valid are also specified.

3.3 Sensor/Event Messages (netFn 04, 05)
The Sensor/Event network function is used for commands that are related to the configuration and
access of Sensors and the configuration and transmission of platform events.

3.3.1 Event Messages
Event messages report the occurrence of critical events in server management such as power supply
over-voltage, over-temperature conditions, bus errors, etc.
The IPMI Platform Event command is used for Event Messages. The term ‘Event Message’ is
actually a short-hand for ‘Platform Event Request message’. The terms ‘Event Request Message’ and
‘Event Response Message’ may also used. These correspond to ‘Platform Event Request Message’
and ‘Platform Event Response Message’, respectively.
There are unique timing and retry requirements for Event Messages (Platform Event request
messages) on the IPMB.
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Event Messages are generated by Intelligent Platform Management Bus controllers and delivered to a
particular node that functions as an ‘Event Receiver’. The format of Event Messages contains
information indicating the source of the message (via the rqSA field), and a variable length event data
field. The operation of the Event Receiver, and the format and content of the event data fields, are
described in the Intelligent Platform Management Interface Specification.
A controller that has sent a Event Message is responsible for ensuring its receipt by the Event
Receiver. It is expected to do this by maintaining an ‘unconfirmed’ status for the message. The
controller will retain this status, and periodically retry sending the event message until a Event
Message response is received for that message, or the controller’s retry limit is reached. Refer to
Section 4, Timing Specifications, for time-out and retry count specifications.
The Seq field is particularly important for handling event messages. The Seq field allows the Event
Receiver to discriminate whether the Event Message is for a new occurrence of a given event, or is a
retransmission of a previous Event Message for that event. A Requester must ensure that Seq field
values are different between successive transmission of the same command.

3.3.2 Sensor Messages
Sensor Messages are used for the configuration and access of the sensor functions in Intelligent
Platform Management Bus controllers. For example, a common sensor function is platform voltage
sensing. The Sensor Messages are include messages for accessing the present state of the sensor and
for configuring the event generation parameters on the sensor.
The data fields for Sensor and Event Messages share a common specification of the parameters that
indicate such elements as ‘Sensor Type’, ‘Event Type’, and ‘Event Data’. This is linked with
information in ‘Sensor Data Records’ which are used to describe what sensors are available in a
platform, their type, location, event generation capabilities, etc. The Intelligent Platform Management
Interface Specification provides the specification of the commands and data field values used in
Sensor Messages.

3.4 Firmware Messages (netFn 07, 08)
Firmware messages follow the IPMB request and response message formats specified in this document.
The ‘Firmware’ network function specifies that the commands and responses belong to the set of
Firmware Messages. Since firmware upload/download capability can vary significantly from node-tonode, this functionality is also considered to be ‘node specific’. The command values and data formats
for the firmware functionality of a node are specified in that node’s Interface Specification.

3.5 Storage Messages (netFn 0A, 0B)
Storage messages also follow the internal and interchassis request and response formats specified in this
document. The ‘Storage’ network function specifies that the commands and responses are for functions
related to non-volatile storage access and configuration. In particular, the storage functions are used for
commands for reading and writing Sensor Data Records, FRU (Field Replaceable Unit) information
(such as board serial numbers and part numbers), and System Event Log records. The specification of
the commands and data field values in Storage Messages for IPMB devices is provided in the Platform
Sensor and Event Interface EPS.
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3.6 Bridge Messages (netFn 02, 03)
Bridge nodes reside between the Intelligent Platform Management Bus and external message transports,
such as the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus (ICMB).
Bridge nodes receive request and response messages from one bus and reformats them for the other bus.
A message to be bridged is typically embedded in a ‘bridge’ message generated from the bus that
sources the message. The bridge node strips the message contents from the bridge message, adds the
appropriate addressing header and checksum information, and reformats and re-frames the message for
transmission on the desired bus.
Refer to the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus Specification for the specification of IPMB-ICMB
bridge messages, and the operation of IPMB-ICMB bridging.

3.7 Chassis Device Messages (netFn 00, 01)
The Chassis network function is used for messages related to control and status functions that are
common to server system chassis and peripheral chassis. This includes functions such as power and
reset control, main power subsystem status, overall cooling status, chassis FRU information, etc. These
functions can be thought of as being implemented by a Chassis Device node in the particular chassis.
Refer to the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus Specification and the Intelligent Platform
Management Interface Specification for additional information and specifications on Chassis Device
messages and functionality.
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4. Timing Specifications
Table 4-1, Timing Specifications
Internal Timing Specifications

min

max
20 ms

Overall Message Duration

T1

-

Time-out waiting for bus free

T2

60 ms

-

Time-out waiting for a response, internal

T3

60 ms[1]

T6max[1]

Time between Event Message Requests

T4

5 ms

-

Request-to-Response time

T5

-

T6maxT1max3ms[1]

Number of Request retries

C1

5[2]

-

Time between Request retries

T6

60 ms

250 ms

Number of Event Message Request retries

C2

3

10

Overall Message Byte Duration

T7

per I2C spec

3 ms

I2C Clock Low hold

T8

per I2C spec

3 ms

Seq value expiration interval

T9

Lockout time processing request

T10

This interval is measured from the end of the
request transmission through the end of response
transmission. (I2C STOP to I2C STOP)
recommended

5 seconds[3]
-

20 ms

recommended
A node that NAKs new requests while processing a
current request should complete the request and
transmit the response within this interval. This
interval begins after the request message has been
received.

Notes:
General: Timing values apply to local node-to-node messages only.
1.

Unless otherwise specified, this timing applies to the mandatory and optional commands specified in the Intelligent Platform
Management Interface Specification. Refer to the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus specification for the timing specifications for
Bridge commands used for IPMB-to-ICMB bridging. For controller-specific Application and Firmware commands, the Responder
should attempt to meet this specification. In cases that it cannot, the interface specification for the Responder must clearly specify
the ‘Request to Response’ time that was implemented. Because timing can vary according to command and controller,
communication routines should be designed to support response timeouts and retry counts accordingly.

2.

This is a recommended value only. The protocol does not require that non-Event Message requests be retried. The implementation
of retries and the number used is based on the application’s requirements for message delivery.

3.

If a Requester is reset, it may produce the same sequence number for a request as one that was previously issued. In order to
guard against this, it is recommended that sequence number expiration be implemented. Any request from a given Requester that is
received more than T9 seconds after a previous, matching, request should be treated as a new request, not a retry.
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5. Example Message Formats
This chapter shows further examples of the byte format of messages using the protocol. Bytes are numbered
starting at 0, which is the first byte sent in a message transaction. A series of bytes is shown as m::n, where m and
n are the starting and ending bytes.

5.1 Application Messages (netFn 06, 07)
Application messages are commonly encountered messages on the IPMB. They are used for the majority
of communications between nodes on the internal management bus. This section presents an example of
an internal request and response for an application message.
Note, the command formats shown are for illustration purposes only. Refer to the Intelligent
Platform Management Interface Specification, or the controller’s interface specification, for
actual field specifications.
For this example, suppose we are an intelligent node with slave address ‘44h’ and LUN 00, and we wish
to send a ‘Get Device ID’ request to the application functionality of LUN 00 of the internal node at
slave address ‘56h’. It happens that this device returns 03h, 02h, 01h, 05h, 10h for it’s device ID
information. Let’s also assume that this is the first time we’ve ever sent this command to this destination
node, so we’ll arbitrarily initialize our Requester’s Seq to 01h. This yields the following data that will be
used in the transaction:
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Our slave address =

Requester’s Slave Address (rqSA)

= 44h

Our LUN =

Requester’s LUN (rqLUN)

= 00

Our Seq =

Requester’s Seq (rqSeq)

= 01h

Target nodes’ slave address =

Responder’s Slave Address (rsSA)

= 56h

Target node’s LUN =

Responder’s LUN (rsLUN)

= 00

Command (cmd) =

Get Device ID

= 01h

Network Function (netFn) =

Application Request

= 06h

Application Response

= 07h

Response completion code =

Application Response ‘OK’

= 00h

Target node’s Device ID info:

Device ID

= 03h

Device Revision

= 02h

Firmware Major Revision

= 01h

Firmware Minor Revision

= 05h

IPMI Spec Revision (1.0

= 01h

Æ 0.1h)
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The corresponding internal application request message would be formatted as:
Figure 5-1, IPMB ‘Get Device ID’ Request
bits
7

6

5

byte 1
byte 2

4
3
rsSA = 56h

2

1

netFn = 06h
(app request)

rsLUN
= 00

byte 3

checksum = 92h

byte 4

rqSA = 44h

byte 5

0
56h
18h
92h

rqSeq = 01

rqLUN
= 00

44h
04h

byte 6

cmd = 01h
(get device id)

01h

byte 7

checksum = B7h

B7h

Requester’s address info
Responder’s address info

Assuming no errors occur, the Responder would provide the following response data:
Figure 5-2, IPMB ‘Get Device ID’ Response
bits
7
byte 1
byte 2

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
44h

rqSA = 44h
netFn = 07h
(app response)

rqLUN
= 00

1Ch

byte 3

checksum = A0h

A0h

byte 4

rsSA = 56h

56h

byte 5

rqSeq = 01h

rsLUN =
00

04h

byte 6

cmd = 01h
(get device id)

01h

byte 7

data byte 1 = 00h
(completion code. 00h = ‘OK’)

00h

byte 8

data byte 2 = 03h
(device id)

01h

byte 9

data byte 3 = 02h
(device rev)

02h

byte 10

data byte 4 = 01h
(major f/w rev)

01h

byte 11

data byte 5 = 05h
(minor f/w rev)

05h

byte 12

data byte 6 = 10h
(sensor model rev)

10h

byte 13

checksum = 8Ah

9Ch

Requester’s address info
Responder’s address info
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6. Connectors
There are two types of standardized connector specified for providing auxiliary connection to the IPMB;
the Type A connector, and the Type B connector.
The Type B connector is specified as providing access to a portion of the IPMB that remains active when
the system is on standby power. Whereas the Type A connector may or may not be, dependent on the
particular system implementation. Thus, devices that require access to the IPMB when the system is on
standby power should attach to the Type B connector, if available. Otherwise, it is necessary to determine
if the system has a Type A connector that provides standby access. (That information should be provided in
the documentation for the system).
The following sections provide additional information and specifications on these connectors.

6.1 IPMB Connector, Type A
This 3-pin connector is used to provide a cabled baseboard connection for value-added features and 3rdparty add-in cards, such as Emergency Management Cards, that provide management features using the
IPMB.
Devices that connect to a Type A connection that remains active on standby power must be designed
such that they do not ground out the IPMB when the system is powered down.
The Type A connector is Molex part number 22-44-7031 or equivalent.
Devices that attach to the Type A connector must meet the loading specification in the following table.
This corresponds to two I2C standard-mode device loads. Remaining input and output voltage levels and
current drive levels must meet the I2C specification for standard-mode devices on a 5V I2C bus.
Table 6-1, Type A Connector Device Loading
Parameter

Symbol

Min.

Max.

Unit

Input current, per pin (SDA, SCL)
Capacitance per pin (SDA, SCL)

Ii
Ci

-20
-

20
20

µA
pF

6.1.1 Pinout
Table 6-2, IPMB Connector, Type A - Pinout
PIN

Signal

1
2
3

IPMB_SDA
GND
IPMB_SCL

6.1.2 Dimensions and Layout
The following figures present the connector dimensions and recommended PCB layout. Note that the
figures, below, are for a 5-pin connector. The actual connector uses a 3-pin version of the connector
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with only three pin positions. I.e. the connector is not a five-pin connector with two empty pin
positions.
Figure 6-1, IPMB Connector, Type A - Dimensions

Figure 6-2, Aux. IPMB Connector Recommended PCB Layout
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6.1.3 Electrical Requirements
Maximum Current Rating:

3 amps minimum continuous with proper mating connector.

Maximum Rated Voltage: 250 VAC RMS.
Dielectric Withstand:
60 seconds.

1000 VAC RMS minimum when applied between adjacent terminals for

Insulation Resistance:

1000 Mohm minimum when measured between adjacent pins.

6.1.4 Environmental Requirements
Operating Temperature Range: -40qC to +105qC.
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6.2 IPMB Connector, Type B
This 4-pin connector is used to provide a cabled baseboard or front panel connection for value-added
features and 3rd-party add-in cards, such as Emergency Management Cards, that provide management
features using the IPMB.
The Type B connector must be used on a segment of the IPMB that remains operative when the system
is powered down, and that provides access to the Chassis Device functionality of the system. This
provides a standard mechanism that enables add-in cards to power up the system.
Devices that connect to the Type B connector must be designed such that they do not ground out the
IPMB when the system is powered down.
The Type B connector is Molex part number 22-44-7041 or equivalent.
Devices that connect to the Type B must meet the loading specification in the following table. This
corresponds to two I2C standard-mode device loads. Remaining input and output voltage levels and
current drive levels must meet the I2C specification for standard-mode devices on a 5V I2C bus.
Table 6-3, Type B Connector Device Loading
Parameter

Symbol

Min.

Max.

Unit

Input current, per pin (SDA, SCL)
Capacitance per pin (SDA, SCL)

Ii
Ci

-20
-

20
20

µA
pF

6.2.1 Pinout
On the add-in device, Pin 2 can be used as a “cable presence” input by connecting it to a pull-up
resistor instead of to GND. Pin 4 is a “No connect”. Its purpose is to help the user plug the add-on
device into the correct IPMB segment.
Table 6-4, IPMB Connector, Type B - Pinout
PIN

Signal

Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4

IPMB_SDA
GND
IPMB_SCL
No connect
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6.2.2 Dimensions and Layout
The following figures present the connector dimensions and recommended PCB layout. Note that the
figures, below, are for a 5-pin connector. The actual connector uses a 4-pin version of the connector
with only three pin positions. I.e. the connector is not a five-pin connector with an empty pin position.
Figure 6-3, IPMB Connector, Type B - Dimensions

Figure 6-4, Aux. IPMB Connector Recommended PCB Layout
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6.2.3 Electrical Requirements
Maximum Current Rating:

3 amps minimum continuous with proper mating connector.

Maximum Rated Voltage: 250 VAC RMS.
Dielectric Withstand:
60 seconds.

1000 VAC RMS minimum when applied between adjacent terminals for

Insulation Resistance:

1000 Mohm minimum when measured between adjacent pins.

6.2.4 Environmental Requirements
Operating Temperature Range: -40qC to +105qC.
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